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CHAMPION MOTORSPORTS | DIRT RALLY LEAGUE



POWERSLIDE VOLUME 1 - NUMBER 1



Dirt Rally Club Championship is back! It is hard to believe that another year has come and gone, but 2017 is now upon us and that means it’s time to gear up for another season of Dirt Rally.



frustrating, and rewarding to those who can tame it’s tight, slippery, confines.



If recent history is any gauge of what we can expect, there will very likely be more attrition than With each new season the CMS usual. The Monte Carlo stages are Dirt Rally League continues to notorious for grow and along punishing even the Torbjørn “Torwith” with that, so does slightest mistake. Withbro was the first the competition. official DRCC member. The tight confines In only it’s fourth and low walls have season, the Dirt Rally Joined 12/8/15 caught out even the best of Club Championship rally racers. (DRCC) has grown its ranks to forty-four strong. One of the most dangerous aspects of the Monte Carlo stages That may not sound like much, is the aforementioned low walls. but considering the DRCC was It is surprisingly easy to find only officially formed just over yourself high centered or even one year ago, it’s a clear indicator worse, taking a trip over the wall, that the leagues popularity. resulting in a sure DNF. This year looks to be great for DRCC competitors, as the season gets kicked off with Rally de Col du Turini. This Monte Carlo based rally will be challenging,



Throw in a little ice and snow and you have a rally that will test the patience and nerve of anyone daring enough to take on the challenge.



WHY DRIVER RATINGS? In order to group drivers into similar skill levels, the DRCC uses the Elo rating system to objectively rate the relative skill of drivers in the club championship. These ratings will be published after the completion of each season. These ratings are informational only and only used to determine driver classes for each upcoming season.



| FEB 2017



INSIDE Dirt Rally Club Championship ● Car/Driver Categories ● Championships/Scoring ● Schedule of Events



Rally de Col du Turini ● Rally recap ● Team Championship



NBC Rally Report ● Hansen and Jordan victorious!



Twenty Questions ● We sit down with DRCC Director of Operations Aaron DeMarre



The Ratings System ● How does this thing work? ● Current Driver Rankings



AT A GLANCE The championship will consist of 8 rallies over 16 weeks, starting Friday, January 13th. The rallies will run two full weeks to allow competitors time to prepare and to allow completion of some longer rallies. Rallies will not be extended or re-ran in any event, including, but not limited to: Racenet outages no mater the duration, internet outages, personal time management issues, zombie apocalypse, etc…



DIRT RALLY CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP - About CLASSES Two Car Classes, Modern and Historic • The Modern Class will use the 2000s cars • The Historic Class will use the 1970s cars • The car used in the first rally will be considered the drivers "declared car"



RULE CHANGE



Drivers may change cars once during the season, for any reason, with no penalty. In the case of changing classes, no points will transfer to the new class championship.



CHAMPIONSHIPS Six Championships • Overall: All drivers are included in the Overall Championship • Historic: Drivers of the 1970s class are included in the Historic Championship • CMSRC-1: Elo Rating 1632 and above • CMSRC-2: Elo Rating 1631 - 1456 • CMSRC-3: Elo Rating 1455 and below • Team: Drivers compete in teams of 2-3 (see below) Team Championship Teams consist of two (2) drivers minimum and three (3) drivers maximum. Team points each round will be determined using the overall points gained from the two top scoring drivers of the team per rally. Car selection is open, teams are free to have any mix of cars among the team. Teams can be formed at any time, but teams will only accrue points after declaring themselves, i.e. points will not be retroactively applied.



Scoring All championships, excluding the team championship, will be scored as follows In the event of a tie in the championship, WRC tie breaking rules will be used (most number of wins, then most number of second place finishes, then thirds, etc.)



DRIVER CATEGORIES



SCHEDULE of Events



CMSRC-1 Simmoniti trex that_guy d69_inge Roy Magnes Myrvold Navitori Tipsu (i)



Jan 13 – Jan 26: Rally de Col du Turini (Monaco)



CMSRC-2 baddogcbr929 Daryl Willcox rallyfatzke Vertigo Doylee Lem Baal Netbeck Xsaros grandma_moses (i) grieverr (i) Bailey Lagstrum (i) CMSRC-3 DerBuhBaer Gonzo Troy Dalton torwith Kinggene phxsnuffyf16 enamel brian_paterson Bandana wheelerxx svt4cam (i)



Jan 27 – Feb 9: Rockchip Rally (mixed gravel) Feb 10 – Feb 23: Värmland Rally (Sweden) Feb 24 – March 9: Jämsä Rally (Finland) March 10 – March 23: Rally of the Argolid (Greece) March 24 – April 6: Tar and Ice (mixed sealed surfaces, snow and ice) April 7 – April 20: Baumholder Rally (Germany) April 21 – May 4: Powys Rally (Wales)



NBC RALLY | REPORT Difficult Conditions and High Attrition are a common theme for the NBC RALLY The Nightmare Before Christmas (NBC) rally seemed like a great way to wind down from a long season and just have a little fun. However, for most, the rally would more than live up to its namesake. With twenty-four of the most difficult and lengthy stages that Dirt Rally has to offer, NBC participants would be challenged every step of the way. With poor weather and no less than six stages run in total darkness and snow, it is not surprising that only nine of the twenty entrants would finish all twenty-four stages. Dag Inge Hansen would take overall honors in his BMW E30, finishing the rally in just over two hours and fortyfour minutes. Sean Jordan captured the Mini-Challenge, posting a very impressive time of three hours and fortytwo seconds. Over half the field failed to make it to the finish, making the NBC Rally one of the most difficult rallies in recent memory. Some of the competitors were calling it the Winter Dakar, while others simply cursed it’s name.



Rally de Col du Turini | REPORT Surprise podium makes for an interesting start to the 2017 season. New comer Daniel “Dannyboy” Ort set the pace in his 07’ Ford Focus, winning five of the ten Col du Turini stages and finishing the rally only twentyseven seconds ahead of his closest competitor. Ort, an unclassified driver, cannot officially score points towards a class championship, as he has yet to complete the minimum number of DRCC events, but he is eligible for the overall title. If his pace is any indication of what we can expect to see in the future, it’s clear that Ort will indeed be a force to be reckoned. On the second step of the podium, was Troy Dalton in his 07’ Ford Focus. Dalton, an RC-3 driver and member of Team Fate, shocked everyone by winning two of the ten stages on his way to his first ever DRCC podium finish. No one



was more surprised by Dalton’s performance than Dalton himself. “I really can’t believe it, it was like catching lightening in a bottle,” he said. Not surprising, was Dalton’s teammate Sean “that_guy” Jordan, who took third overall in his 07’ Focus. Jordan prevailed in two stages of his own and he, combined with Dalton’s second place overall, secured Team Fate’s spot at the top of the team championship. Although Jordan is no stranger to the top of the leader board, Team Fate’s first place finish does come as a bit of a surprise, considering the strength of championship favorites RMI Motorsport.



Yakubu sets the pace in the Historic Division as DRCC new comers continue to make their mark. In the Historic Division, another new comer, Ismail “KingSmug” Yakubu took top honors in his Opel Kadett. Like Daniel Ort, Yakubu is ineligible for class championship points, but that doesn’t diminish his outstanding performance. Yakubu is just one of the many talented new faces to join the DRCC in recent months and will be a serious contender for the Historic Division Championship. DRCC veteran Peter “Trex” G earned a hard fought second place in his Fiat 131. Peter’s podium finish puts him solidly in contention for the Historic division title. On the third step of the podium was Jamie “Evilsmurf” MacDonald in his Opel Kadett. Jamie is another new face in the DRCC and although ineligible for class championship contention, he too will be one to watch in the Historic Division.



Rally de Col du Turini | Overall Standings



Rally de Col du Turini | Historic / Class Championships



w/Aarron DeMarre



1 |How long have you been sim racing? Does Rad Racer on the NES count as a sim? I have been into driving games from the beginning of my gaming experience as a kid, with titles like Pole Position and Ivan Stewart's Super Off Road, and later Sega Rally Championship in the arcades to Rad Racer, Excitebike, and Road Rash on consoles. In late 90s I got into watching rally and after falling in love with CMR 2.0, I picked up and played a lot of Mobil 1 Rally Championship, which was probably my first "hardcore sim". In the mid 2000s two titles came out that still define how I identity myself as a sim racer, Richard Burns Rally and Forza Motorsports. I have spent more time in these two racing games than all others combined. In 2009 I discovered RSRBR and that led to me joining Stephen Spears rally team, Press On Regardless (and by extension CMS), as one of the original members in 2010.



2 |What drew you to Dirt Rally?



course there was, and since CM created the league system for Dirt Rally, this opened the door for CMS events using the platform. So I jumped into the admin role with two feet and here we are



3 |Do you have a favorite Dirt Rally car? The Peugeot 306 Maxi. FWD cars are my thing, and the F2s represent some of the best ever made. I find them to be just brilliant to drive in DR, full of character.



4|If you could change only one thing about Dirt Rally, what would it be? More locations, more stages. The limited amount of stages available is the biggest issue to the longevity of DR as a sim league platform IMO.



5 |Tell us about your sim rig...controllers, single or triple monitors, etc...



My rig is a more general gaming setup, designed After years racing in the Rallyesim championships I hit around low latency / high framerates. a wall with RBR where I was having poor performances and frustrating rallies every week. ● i5 6600k (OC to 4.2GHz) Basically I reached burnout and I wasn't willing to put ● 980ti in the time I needed to in order to keep my skills sharp and progress. After trying, and ●Single Asus ROG Swift IPS w/ GSync failing to get into some other sims, I ended up taking a break from race ●Xbox One Controller (yup, dirty sims for over a year. casual here) When Codemasters surprised announced Dirt Rally early access, it was the right game at the right time for me. Their promise of getting back to the roots of the CMR series coupled with the accessibility from the Dirt series (which I was and am a fan of) was the perfect combo for me. After playing the game I really felt it was going to be something special, so I jumped back onto my favorite racing league site to see if there was any buzz. Of



(I have, but no longer use a wheel setup. I might get back into it, but found the setup and tear down to actively block the amount of time I spent racing due to increasing how much work I had to put into it each time) Fanatec GT3 v2 w/ Clubsport v1 pedals



Continued on following page…



6 |What is the hardest part of your job as the DRCC Administrator? Pragmatically, road books. Trying to figure out ways to put stages together in a creative way without feeling like we are repeating a lot is very challenging. Also the tedious nature of actually putting them into the league system is the freaking worst. I actually dread nearly everything around creating road books, and the breaks I put between seasons are almost entirely me wanting to push off making road books as long as possible. Philosophically, I want everybody to feel universally happy with every aspect of the series, something I rationally know isn't possible. Especially when I need to reconcile that with also knowing that I need to pace the work I do out to make sure it is something I can maintain long term. But this feeling is what forms my approach to the series, really trying to make the competitors feel like it is their series, not mine. Making sure people have ample opportunity to provide input and help shape the series they want to see.



7 |What do you do when your not sim racing? I am much more of a gamer than I am a sim racer, and my main hobby is gaming. I used to play an absurd amount of MMOs, moved into survival games, and am currently on a big single player kick.



from the grandstands, there is more space for the course and higher speeds.



10|Most people know you as a software developer, but can you elaborate on your occupation? My career has been in the test and measurement field. I have mostly worked on products for data acquisition, instrument control, and calibration laboratory management. I started in calibration, which is the formal process of determining if your instrument is accurate. Or in other terms "Oh, your volt meter says that outlet is 120 volts? Why should I trust it? Prove it." So we prove it, or more accurately we prove that it is wrong, characterize how wrong it is, and adjust it until it is within specs. My current job is with a company that makes specialty instruments for the textile industry. In layman's terms, we make instruments that can tell you how warm your clothes are. Our products can also tell you how fast they will dry out, how well they perform while wet, how fire-proof they are, and if your new design for fatigues are going to give soldiers heat stroke in the desert or frostbite in the arctic. We also make devices to analyze HVAC systems in cars, cabin wind speeds in convertibles, and even a



My kids love Minecraft and Rocket League, so we play those two games together quite a bit.



8 |What is your "Real World" daily driver? I picked up a 2016 Fiesta ST a few months ago. Now every commute is a rally. Easily the funnest car I have ever owned.



9 |What is the last race event you attended? GRC Seattle this summer, pretty much a "can't miss" event for me every year. This year it was moved from Dirtfish rally school to the Evergreen Speedway in Monroe, WA. While I loved the character Dirtfish course, the venue change was much needed, now you can actually see the cars



set of legs that will measure if your new motorcycle design is going to burn your customers.



Continued on following page…



11|Besides work and sim racing, what other



would take 15 min on my snowboard to get back down, following my tracks.



hobbies do you pursue?



I jokingly told my roommate "If I am not back by dark, tell the ranger!" Ha. Ha. Ha...



Skiing is the big passion for me and my family, everyone has the snow bug big time. It is something my wife and I have done our entire lives, and something we have really enjoyed passing along to our kids. I was also an avid motorcyclist for many years, but gave up street riding after my son was born, and had a bad crash on my dirt bike a few years ago. I really need to fix my dirt bike and get back into it, but my riding buddies have sold their bikes, so I haven't had the motivation.



12|What's your favorite food and/or restaurant? I love asian food, and am very lucky to live and work in an area with a really strong asian culture and a very competitive food scene. Thai cooking is probably my favorite overall, but right now I can't get enough raman. Not the instant noodle stuff, but the real deal stuff. Rich, spicy, and comforting with a chunk of pork belly and a soft boiled egg.



13|Do you have a 15-minutes of fame moment you can share? How about infamy? I actually never share this story, so here goes the story of how I was on countless news teasers during several days of NBA playoffs where the Seattle Supersonics were going for the title. When I was a teenager, I worked at Mt. Rainer, cooking in the lodge at Paradise so I could extend my ski season a bit and do some back country snowboarding. On one of my days off I decided to do a day hike to Camp Muir, which is were most climbing parties camp before ascending the summit. While there was cloud cover at around 7000-8000 feet, it was seemingly a normal overcast day. Of course if I would have checked the weather report, I would have known about a storm moving in, but being prepared wasn't my strong suit. I left without food, map, compass, flashlight, or any camping supplies, thinking it would be a quick trip up the boring old snowfield, and if I ran into weather, it



Well weather moved in and moved in fast while I was probably about halfway to Camp Muir. While I was an experienced back county snowboarder at this point (I had spent five years working at Mt. Baker, the last two living and working full time on the mountain) I was totally clueless about mountaineering. What I failed to realize is when whiteout conditions move in on a featureless snowfield, visibility drops to zero and you can't even tell the ground from the sky three feet in front of you. Literally can't tell up from down. I strapped on my board and began following my tracks back down the snowfield, tracks that I quickly lost. I also didn't realize the cloud cover had dropped all the way down to the tree line, and I was now a few thousand vertical feet up in the storm. Long story short, I went the entirely wrong direction down Mt. Rainer, and spend entirely too much time doing so. When I finally came out of the clouds I was just above tree line, but didn't recognize anything around me at all. Just wilderness. I convinced myself that the lodge was just "a couple ridges over" and spent hours traversing the base of the mountain, only to be disappointed at the top of each ridge. At this point it was getting dark and the storm was pouring rain at this lower elevation. I huddled down in a tree well and pretended to sleep until dawn. "This will be a hilarious story, once I get back" I thought to myself, not knowing that there was a search party actively being organized, and news had reached my mother and girlfriend, as well as news outlets. At first light my new idea was to follow the valley down, to follow water until I hit civilization. The storm had not let up. Back on goes the snowboard and I kept riding until I came to an extremely narrow and treacherous box canyon. I didn't really feel like pushing my luck in that canyon as it would have me walking on snow bridges over the creek below. So I started climbing out of the canyon, and what a climb it was. Continued on following page…



At this point the storm was starting to break, and I got out until dawn. a few cloud breaks as I climbed out of the canyon. It took most the day to climb out, and as I walked along Once dawn hit, I had an amazing view of Mt. Adams, the ridge I got a very lucky cloud brake and a glimpse Mt. Hood, and Mt. St. Helens, as clear as I had ever seen them. More importantly, a great view of the of the mountain. I was able to see "Little T" or Little surrounding landmarks and more or less knew my Tahoma, a minor peak on Mt. Rainer. The problem general location. I climbed up to a was, looking up at the mountain, it was to my left, and it should have “WOW I meant to write a viewpoint on a the glacier, started been to my right. I had my first short version, but spent traversing across the mountain and spotted some flags and ski tracks. realization of just how far the two hours on it!” These ended up being tracks from wrong way I went. However, I also a search party that was looking for got a good view of the glacier me the day before, but turned back due to weather. below the ridge I was on, and now had a peek at a landmark I knew well, so had an idea of my general And then there it was, Paradise day lodge in the location. I also realized I was no where close to distance. A short traverse later and it was a straight Paradise, and could only think about cheeseburgers. shot back down to the parking lot. Plan C (or D?): hike back up the glacier. I didn't want to get lost in the valleys that run down Mt. Rainer, so I As I sat eating snow in a snow bank in the parking lot, a group of skiers went by. The very last one in the decided to hike back up the glacier that I most likely had come down the day before. It was early spring, so group looked at me funny and said "Hey, are you that lost snowboarder?" Not realizing that I was major the glaciers should have had good snow bridges local news at this point I responded "Yes, I guess I am" covering crevasses, but I was just smart enough to and they were overjoyed. More that they had gotten know not to test my luck any further, so I spent the out of work for search and rescue duty, and now had rest of the day climbing along the valley wall that the entire day to play on the mountain, and less that I flanked the glacier in the deep snow. was OK haha. Night fell again, and I had climbed well above the There were three news crews on the mountain that treeline on to the barren glacier. With wind coming down the glacier, I huddled behind a large ice boulder morning, and every single one of my 15 minutes of for shelter. All I could do is hope the storm broke so I fame involved shots of me stuffing my face in could see familiar landmarks the next day, I was very between saying stupid stuff about how my "snowboard saved my life" and how all I wanted was a worried about being lost in a whiteout again since I cheese burger. was now back up at elevation. "Epic story!" I told myself, "no one is going to believe this one!" I had also been 36 hours without food at this point, and later found out at this point a helicopter had been on standby for about 18 hours, but couldn't fly due to the storm. I also had no idea that I was one of the major local news stories, with teasers placed liberally in between breaks of the Supersonics NBA playoff game. I spent that night sitting behind that ice chunk hoping for clear skies, but looking out and seeing nothing but thick fog. Finally at some point I realized my goggles were fogged, and taking them off revealed a brilliant star field. The storm had broken and I just had to wait



14|If you could attend any race this year, what would it be? Dakar, hands down. I want to tour with the race, or maybe even work as an organizer some day. Other bucket list races: Rally Monte-Carlo, F1 at CotA, WRC Mexico, Baja 1000



Continued on following page…



15|What is your most memorable racing related experience?



18|Who is your all-time favorite driver? (any motorsport)



The first GRC event at Dirtfish Rally. An ENORMOUS jump and an insane 2WD battle between a very homebuilt CRX and a very professionally built Porsche. Also I will never forget Dave Mirra losing a wheel in the tunnel exit and still wheeling that car two more laps while the crowd just went nuts. RIP Dave.



16|Do you have any real world racing experience?



Seb Loeb. Say what you will about having one dominant driver in a sport, but Loeb proved he was the best driver in the world on every surface, year after year, and did it with understated professionalism. He made the near impossible look easy, to the point of being "boring".



19|What is the furthest distance you have traveled to see a motorsports event?



Nope, just some karts. The nice thing about being bad at sim racing is that it shows any money I spend racing Not very far! about 300 miles to NW Oregon for Oregon Trail Rally is misplaced hah!



17|In order, rank your top five favorite forms of 20|What are your plans for 2017? motorsport? (Rally, Endurance, Formula 1, Motorcross, etc...) 1) Supercross. It is extremely competitive, the top 10 guys can take the win on any week. Privateers still have a shot and regularly win races. And the racing is just fantastic with tons of passing and close racing. The level of talent in the sport is just amazing, the field is just stacked every race. For my time, there is simply no better racing available to spectate. 2) Dakar Rally: The greatest race on earth. Nothing comes close to the endurance and driving skill needed to even think about competing, let alone finishing, let alone winning. 3) Stage rally: Real cars, real roads, real fast. While I have fallen off watching rally coverage in the past few years, it still holds a soft spot. 4) F1: Love the technology, could do without the drama (probably the opposite of why most people watch). 5) Endurance sports car racing: Always tune in for Le Mans, endurance racing requires pure grit.



Organizing more rally championships! I am also planning a trip to the redwoods and Yosemite in the spring, and am hoping to get out to more rallies IRL this year, I missed both national rallies in my area last year.



THE RATINGS SYSTEM…HOW IT WORKS In order to have a system of skill classifications that makes sense, Aaron DeMarre created a tool to calculate player rankings using the Elo rating system. The Elo rating system is a method for calculating the relative skill levels of players in competitor-versus-competitor games. The Elo system was originally invented as an improved chess rating system, but is also used as a rating system for multi-player competition in a number of video games, association football, American football, basketball, Major League Baseball, Scrabble and other games. The difference in the ratings between two players serves as a predictor of the outcome of a match. Two players with equal ratings who play against each other are expected to score an equal number of wins. A player whose rating is 100 points greater than their opponent's is expected to score 64%; if the difference is 200 points, then the expected score for the stronger player is 76%. A player's Elo rating is represented by a number which increases or decreases depending on the outcome of games between rated players. After every game, the winning player takes points from the losing one. The difference between the ratings of the winner and loser determines the total number of points gained or lost after a game. In a series of games between a high-rated player and a low-rated player, the high-rated player is expected to score more wins. If the high-rated player wins, then only a few rating points will be taken from the low-rated player. However, if the lower rated player scores an upset win, many rating points will be transferred. The lower rated player will also gain a few points from the higher rated player in the event of a draw. This means that this rating system is self-correcting. A player whose rating is too low should, in the long run, do better than the rating system predicts, and thus gain rating points until the rating reflects their true playing strength.



Now aren’t you glad you asked?



Who’s Who | DRCC Member List Driver Name Aaron DeMarre Andy Blade April Dillon Bailey Lagstrum Bill Brehm Bouckaert Jordan Brian van Beusekom Brian Paterson Bruce Newport Caramidaru Andrei Bogdan Curtis Kenyon Dag Inge Hansen Daniel Baum Daniel Kohlmeyer Daniel Ort Darren Leslie David Anderson Erik Bøhren Fergus Doyle Gene Hancock George Kalaitzis Greg Haley Hernán Zamora Ismail Yakubu James Stacey Jamie McDonald J.D. Ellis Jerry Chen Jesse Hampton Jimmy Hume Jochen Pahl Jonatan Åcerclinth Jonathan Backof Jon Uyan Kris Hudson Lutz Müller Matt Schmidt Marcus Wendemuth Michael Aspinall



Forum ID enamelizer baddogcbr929 lemming77 lopsided Bill Brehm bouckaertjordan Brian B bumpkin METAL666nz Mr. C Curtis Kenyon D69-inge rallyfatzke DerBuhBaer Dannyboy Darren Leslie davidan Xsara DoyleeUK Kinggene panic Greg Haley Hzamora PresidentSmug Kamikaze Evilsmurf jde Morbo Zetoyoc TwoFlatTires Daryl Willcox Jonatan Åcerclinth jabber09 Jon Uyan vendsale Walter Röhrl grandma_moses Gonzo Aspi



Steam ID enamel baddogcbr929 Lem Bailey Lagstrum BillBrehm bouckaertje BrianB brian_paterson METAL666nz Mr. C ninjariderwannabe d69_inge rallyfatzke DerBuhBaer Dannyboy darren.leslie davidantx Xsaros Doylee Kinggene Panic Bandana hzamora KingSmug Kamikaze Evilsmurf jdellis Morbo66 Zetoyoc TGT|Hammond Daryl Willcox Navitori jbackof Jon_Uyan Vendsale Walter Röhrl grandma_moses Gonzo mickaspinall



Who’s Who | DRCC Member List (continued) Driver Name Michael LaBelle Miro Valtanen Moritz Schmitz Nico Yakkem Norman Bruce Ole Marius Myrvold Patrick Fournier Patrick Spence Paul Ceglia Paul Darling Peter G Phil Elmore Rick Smith Roy Magnes Ryan Soucy Sam Williams Sean Jordan Simon Novak Sky Willis Steen Nielsen Steve Carman Thomas Alderton Timo Heinonen Tõnu Silm Torbjørn Withbro Troy Dalton Troy Uyan



Forum ID motocan revoasd Baal Nico Yakkem Nommie Zolba Vertigo Patrick Spence Paul_Ceglia arandomnoob trex Phil E WhiskeyChaser rallyroymadness Ryan Soucy SamtheStupid that_guy SimMoniti Sky wheeler svt4cam GremlinWon Tipsu Nknow torwith Troy Dalton blutank24



Steam ID Michael LaBelle revoasd Baal Netbeck Yakkem Norman Bruce Myrvold Vertigo grieverr Paul Ceglia Waltrip0055 trex eliandi PhxSnuffyF16 Roy Magnes Bullet66 Sam [RRL] that_guy SimMoniti Sky Willis wheelerxx svt4cam GremlinWon Tipsu Nknow torwith Troy Dalton TR Y
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Feb 5, 2016 - District App: Go to our District website to download app ... our young to develop the key. attributes of a 21st ... iOS and Android which can also.
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deducted from your checking or savings account. every month? You can choose whatever day of the. month works best for you. You will still receive a.
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meeting for those interested, next Thursday 11th February, 7 pm at Father Pat's. house. Those attending can meet with myself and Father Pat to discuss what is.
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Page 1 of 3. GRIZZLY TRACKS. Garfield Elementary. 1914 S. Broadway Ave. Boise ID 83706. (208)854-4950. www.garfield.boiseschools.org. FEBRUARY CHARACTER TRAIT. Teamwork is working together with others to. achieve a goal. It also is being cooperative 
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Page 1 of 5. Roosevelt Newsletter February 2018. Parents and Students,. Follow us on Facebook and Twitter! You can find us by searching @mandanroosevelt. It's Reading Month! February is Reading Month at Roosevelt and we have numerous activities plann
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February Newsletter Principal's Message - St. Paul 

Tutoring for Ages 7-13, and 14-20. On Tuesdays and ... parish website under Sacraments -â€� 1st ... using the #MyActiveFamily via any social media website and ...
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tools and agricultural equipment for farming; and conducting group trainings in ... (PPE) and tools to fight fires in their communities. ... E-mail: [email protected].
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There was a problem previewing this document. Retrying... Download. Connect more apps... Try one of the apps below to open or edit this item. Newsletter 23 February 2017.pdf. Newsletter 23 February 2017.pdf. Open. Extract. Open with. Sign In. Main me
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Whoops! There was a problem loading this page. Retrying... AHA - February Newsletter 2017.pdf. AHA - February Newsletter 2017.pdf. Open. Extract. Open with.
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CRV February Newsletter- Printer Friendly.pdf 

In Venturing, they can tent together, but as Boy Scouts, they cannot. The goal of these changes is to ensure consistency across all programs of the Boy Scouts of America and to abide. by societal regulations dealing with age. How will this change wor
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provide our students a quality educational environment. ... The 21st Century After- school Program highlighting student coding through Scratch and TinkerCad ...
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Pour into a large saucepan. Bring to a boil over high heat. ... AHA - February Newsletter 2017.pdf. AHA - February Newsletter 2017.pdf. Open. Extract. Open with.
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Judith Klugerman displayed her own collagraphs including Gates VI created with drypoint,. mezzotint, mesh cutouts and Dremel, inspired by a trip to Japan.
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Plainville Youth Services' Kids in the Middle (KIM) program has had a great start to the new year. Students participating in our â€œAdopt a Grandparentâ€� program ...
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Regional Office for Latin America and the Caribbean. Tel: +(506) 2290-4133. E-mail: [email protected]. Internet: www.usaid.gov. DISASTER RISK REDUCTION.
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... Maeterlink (1862-1949). (N. del T). Page 1 of 3. Page 2 of 3 ... OUAS Newsletter-February 2014.pdf. OUAS Newsletter-February 2014.pdf. Open. Extract.
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Wesley Intermediate School e-newsletter Feb Issue 1 2017. Page 3 of 4. 20170202 Newsletter February Issue 1 2017.pdf. 20170202 Newsletter February Issue ...
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Western Cuyahoga Audubon Newsletter: Vol.11, Issue 1, February ... 

Page 1 of 60. www.wcasohio.org. Western Cuyahoga Audubon. Society. February 2013 - April 2013. Inside this issue: Field trips Pages 2 & 3. Programs Page 4. Monthly Morning w/Birds Page 5. Volunteer Section Page 5. 2012 CBC Wrap-up Page 6. Carbon Offs
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Who: Sam Houston State University. What: 7th Annual ... Economics, Business and Trade. When: August ... will be held on March 19-21, 2015 in Athens, Greece.
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Feb 23, 2017 - Page 3 of 30. Sheffield CU Activity Newsletter February 2017.pdf. Sheffield CU Activity Newsletter February 2017.pdf. Open. Extract. Open with.
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Page 1 of 6. 1. This past fall was a busy time here in the. UBC office. With new staff on board we. worked diligently to set up workshops,. events, and campus ...
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